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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a vector with complex coefficients x = (x1, .,., x,) put 
1x1 = max (xi1 
and given a form (i.e., a homogeneous polynomial) F let 
IFI 
be the maximum absolute value of its coefficients. With every form F of 
degree k there is associated a form 
8(x 1 > ‘e.3 Xk) 
which is linear in each vector xi (1~ i < k) and symmetric in the k vectors 
x1, . . . . xk and such that 
F(x) = &x, . . . . x). 
Schmidt in 1980 [5] proved 
THEOREM A (Schmidt). Given h>, 1, ma 1, and odd numbers k,, . . . . k,,, 
and given a positive number E, however large, there is a constant 
c, = c,(k,, . . . . k,; m, E) 
as follows. If A4 > 1 is real and if F, , . . . . F,, are forms with real coefficients of 
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respective degrees k,, . . . . k, in x = (x,, . . . . x,) where s > cl, then there are m 
linearly independent points x(l), . . . . x(m) in Z” with 
and 
?. 
lF(x(i,), . . . . x(bJ)l -4 MpE IFjl, l<j<h, ldi ,,..., i,+m. 
If the coefficients of all forms are rational integers, he derives from 
Theorem A the following. 
THEOREM B (Schmidt). Given h > 1, m ?S 1, and odd numbers k,, . . . . kh, 
and given E > 0, however small, there is a constant c2 = c2(kl, . . . . k,,; m, E) 
such that if G,, . . . . Gh ure forms of respective degrees k,, . . . . kh with integer 
coefficients in x = (x,, . . . . x,), where sa c2, then G,, . . . . Gh vanish on an 
m-dimensional subspace which is spanned by integer points x(l), . . . . x(m) 
having 
1x( i)l 4 G”, ldi<m, 
where G=max(l, (G,I ,..., IG,,(). 
Remark 1. We will show that the conclusion of Theorem B is still true 
with suitable definition of G if G,, . . . . Gh are forms of odd degrees with coef- 
ficients in integers in an algebraic number field K of degree n, provided 
only hat s 2 c3 (k,, . . . . k,; n, m, E). 
In fact, if 0,) . . . . CO,, is an integral basis of K, then Gi (1 < i < h) can be 
written as 
Gi=Gi,co, + ... + Gincon, l<i<h, 
where G,( 1~ i < h, 1 <j < n) are forms with rational integer coefficients. 
Therefore we may consider the system of forms G, (1~ i < h, 1 <j< n) 
instead of Gi (1 < i < h), and the assertion follows. 
The first step of the proof of Theorem A is to prove a result on additive 
equations, namely 
PROPOSITION A (Schmidt [4]). Suppose E > 0 and suppose 
D(x)=d,x:+ ... +d,x; 
is an additive form of odd degree k with die Z (1~ i 6 s) and with 
s > c,(k, E). Then there is a nonzero point x in Z” with 
D(x) = 0 and lx1 < max(1, IDI”). 
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The next step is to prove a special case of Theorem A, namely when 
there is only one additive form. And the final step is to prove the theorem 
by an inductive argument. 
TO consider the problem of diophatine inequalities for forms of arbitrary 
degrees we shall need a proposition for additive equations of arbitrary 
degree. If the solutions of the equations belong to a totally complex 
algebraic number field (i.e., a field with no isomorphic-embedding into the 
reals), such a result can be proved by the combination of the methods of 
Schmidt [4] and Siegel [6]. (See Proposition 1.) 
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n over rationals. 
K”’ , . . . . K(‘*) are real conjugates and KC”+ ‘), . . . . K(‘1+2’2) are the complex’ 
conjugates of K. Here r, + 2r, = n. The complex conjugates are so arranged 
that, for r,+ 1 <q<r, +r,, the fields K(4) and KC*+ ‘2) are obtained from 
one another by interchanging i( = fi) and -i. If rl = 0, K is said to be 
a totally complex algebraic number field. The ring of integers of K is 
denoted by J. 
Elements of K are denoted by Greek letters. For y E K, we denote by 
y(“( 1 < i < n) the conjugates of y and N(y) = n;= 1 yCi) the norm of y. Let yj 
(1 <j< n) be numbers of K and xi (1 <j< n) be real numbers. We set 
r = cj”= I xjrj and define t(i) = c;= i xjyJi) (1~ i ,< n). So the definition of 
c(‘)‘s is extended to the numbers not necessarily elements of K. We use the 
notations 
and 
11~11 = ,nys IISII = my I$‘)l . . lJ 
for a vector li = (1,) . . . . A,). 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a totally complex algebraic number field of degree 
2r. Given positive integers h, m, and k, , . . . . k,, , and given a positive number E, 
however large, there is a constant 
es = c,(kI, . . . . k,; r, m, E) 
as follows. If M 2 1 is real and F,, . . . . F,, are forms with complex coefficients 
of respective degrees k,, . . . . kh in S = (A,, . . . . A,) where s > cS, then there are 
m linearly independent points 1(l), . . . . S(m) in P with 
IlWll i M 1 <i<m, 
and 
IF@(i, 1, . . . . Vikj))l 6 ATE I&l, 1 ,<j<h, 1 <ii,, . . . . i,,<m, 
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here and below the constant implicit in 6 or 0 may depend on k,, . . . . k,, K, 
m, E, E but not on h4, F,, . . . . F,,, and G. 
In particular, it follows that 
IF’odi))l $ MeE IFjI, 1 <j%h, 1 <i<m. 
Suppose now that G,, . . . . Gh are forms of respective degrees k,, . . . . k, 
with coefficients in J. Let 
II Gill 
denote the maximum absolute value of its coefficients and their conjugates. 
Further let 
G=max(L IIG,II, . . . . IIGAI). 
Suppose that s > c,(k,, . . . . k,;r,m,&k, . ..k.,-‘)=c,(k, ,..., k,,;r,m,E), 
say, where 0~ E -C 1. Apply Theorem 1 with M= MOG”, where 
MO = M,,(k,, . . . . kh; K, m, E) is to be chosen in a moment. We obtain m 
linearly independent points )L( I), . . . . A(m) in J” with 
and 
Iej(k(il), . . . . k(ik,))l 4 GM-4rkl’..k@-’ 4 &f;4’kl ...khG--4rkl . ..kh+ 1. (1) 
On the other hand, kj!C?j(l(il), . . . . L(i,)) is an integer in K and 
Ilkj!Gj(A(il), . . . . &(&))I\ 6 GMk% M$JG’+~~. 
If Gj(lL(il), . . . . L(ik,)) # 0, then 
IN(kj! Gj@(il), .-, k(ik,)))l 2 1, 
and therefore 
Iej(L(il), . . . . L(ik,)( % (MsG1+k~)-2’+1 9 M;2rk~G-4rk~+’ 
which leads to a contradiction with (1) if M, is sufficiently large. Therefore 
c’J,(k(il), . ..) n(i,)) = 0, 
and we have the following 
THEOREM 2. Given positive integers k,, . . . . k, and m, and given E, however 
small, there is a constant c6 = c,(k,, . . . . k,; r, m, E) such that if G,, . . . . G, are 
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forms of respective degrees k,, . . . . k,, in 5 = (A,, . . . . 2,) with coefficients in J, 
where s 2 c6, then G, , . . . . Gh vanish on an m-dimensional subspace which is 
spanned by m points k(l), . . . . l(m) in J” having 
lMi)ll + G”, 1 <‘<mm. 
Remark 2. Theorem 2 gives an improvement for a result due to Peck 
[ 3). He first established by the combination of the methods of Brauer [ 1] 
and Siegel [6 J the existence of L(i) (1 < i,<m) with ci(k,, . . . . k,; K, m) 
instead of cg, but the estimation of II3L(i)(l’s was not considered. As we have 
shown in Remark 1, a similar result can be obtained if the coefficients of 
G 1, **., G,, are integers in any given algebraic number field K,. 
The proof of Theorem 1 relies on the Schmidt’s method [S]. In this 
paper, we shall prove a special case of Theorem 1, namely when there is 
only one additive form, and give only a sketch on the inductive argument 
from a single additive form to a system of forms, since it is easily treated by 
Schmidt’s method. 
2. ADDITIVE FORMS 
We suppose that K is a given totally complex algebraic number field of 
degree 2r throughout this paper. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose E > 0, k > 1, and s > c7(k, r, E). Then given an 
additive form 
A(1) = a,llf + . . . + ci,nf 
with coefficients in the integer of K, there is a nonzero point 3, E J” with 
A(1) = 0 and IM 4 max(L ll4”)~ 
This proposition was proved in [S]. (See Remark 2 in [8].) Now we 
shall prove the following proposition which is a very special case of 
Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Given k 2 1 and given E, however large, there is a con- 
stant cS = c*(k, r, E) with the following property. Let A(5) be an additive 
form of degree k with complex coefficients in at least c8 variables. Then for 
real M >, 1 there is a nonzero point 1 E J” with 
IIJ-II s M and IA(l)l 4M-E JAI. 
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We begin with simple reductions. Suppose we can prove the conclusion 
for s > c,(k, r, E) and M > c,(k, K, E). Then in the case of 1 < M < c9, we 
Put 
and therefore 
I,=1 and I., = ‘. . = & = 0, 
Hence it will suffice to prove Proposition 2 for large values of M, say for 
M> c,(k K, El. 
Choose 6 > 0 so small that 
26+- . 
E+2b<* 
E+$ 
Proposition 2 is obvious if there is an ai with Iail < MdE I Al. In fact, we 
may take Ai = 1, ,Ij = 0 (j # i) in this case. So we may suppose that 
ACE IAl d Iail < IAl, 1 Qi<s. 
Cover the interval C-E, 0] by a finite number of intervals {I) of length 6. 
One of these intervals Z will be such that at least [s/( [E/S] + l)] of the ai 
are of the type Iail = Mei IA( with eiE I. We may suppose without loss of 
generality that this holds for all i. Put 
L=kP IAl =M’max (a,1 
and choose natural numbers ql, . . . . qs, each as large as possible, with 
Iail SF G L 1 Qi<s. 
Since L/la,1 > M6, we have 
;L<lcQl q:dL (2) 
if M is sufftciently large. Further, qf ,< L/lail = M’(Al/ja,J d Mz6. Suppose 
Proposition 2 is true for 
W)=a,qf~L:+ ... +a,qSk4 
with 
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in place of M, E, i.e., there is a nonzero point p E J” with 
lIPI G MCI and lB(P)l@ MYEo I4 
Let li=qipi (1 <i<s). Since IB( <L=M’ JAI, we have 
(/@)I < M-W+WE+ 1/8))(E+ ‘/8,~6 1~1 <M-E JAI 
and 
111() G (max qi) J(pll ~M26+((E+26)‘(E+1’8))< M 
if M is large, ie., Proposition 2 is true for A@). 
What is special about B is that by (2) each of its coefficients is at least 
1 IBI in absolute value. By what we said it is clear that if Proposition 2 is 
true with E + Q in place of E for form A with 
f IAl G Iail G IAl, 1 <i<S, 
then it is true with E for general forms. By homogeneity we may replace the 
above relation by 
JAI = 1 and 4 < lai( < l, 1 <ids. (3) 
It now will suffice to prove the following statements. 
(i) The conclusion of Proposition 2 is true for 0 < E ,< $ for forms A 
with (3), provided only that s 2 c,,(k, r, E). 
(ii) The conclusion of Proposition 2 is true for E for forms A with 
(3), provided only that s > C&C, r, E) and that Proposition 2 is true for 
E - 4 for general additive forms. 
3. ANALYTIC METHOD 
Let 0,) . . . . m2r be a basis of J with o~~+“)=OjY) (l<i,<2r, 1 <qGr), S 
the different and D the absolute value of the discriminant of K. We choose 
a basis pi, . . . . p2, of 6 -i such that 
if i=j 
if i #j, 
where T(y) = Cy=, yCi). Given a set of complex numbers ci, . . . . c2r with 
C y + r = 15~ (1 < q < r), there is a unique set of real numbers yl, . . . . y,, such 
that 
ci=y,($‘+ . . . +y2 coy) , rv 1 <i<2r. 
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Suppose that tl, , . . . . ~1, is a set of complex numbers satisfying (3). We define 
for each j, 
a!Y) = a. 
J I’ 
a!4 + r, = ij, 
J 1 <q<r. 
Then ai has a unique representation 
a!‘)=z,o’,‘)+ . . . +z2,cf$) (l<i<zr), 
J zIER (ldZd2r). 
Set <=x,p,+ ... +xZ,pZr, v=ylol+ -.I +yZrcoZr, dx=dx,...dx,,, 
and dy = dy, . . . dy,,. We denote by P(Q) the set of (y, , . . . . yr,) satisfying 
and CiG P(Q) a sum where I. runs over all integers in K with Il,I\l < Q. Set 
si(tl)= 1 E(aiUk), 1i(5)=j @ai@) dy, 1 <ids, 
iEP(M) P(M) 
S(C)= fi s,(t) and r(t)= fi Ii(t), 
i=l i= 1 
where E(y) = e( T(y)) with e(x) = elnix. We use the notations 
K(x) = (sin ‘zx$-‘)2 and K(x) =F, K(x,), 
where x is a real variable and x = (x1, . . . . x1,) is a real vector variable. 
We wish to estimate the number Z of solutions of 
IA@) 4 MpE (4) 
in points AEJ” subject to 
lP”ll =G M. (5) 
Our plan is to show that either Z> 1 or (i) and (ii) holds. Therefore (i) 
and (ii) hold in every case. Put 
0=(rk+(r+l)E+3))‘(4k+5E)-‘, (6) 
1 in the case (i), 
m = { c&c, r, E - f) in the case (ii), 
(7) 
n = c,(k r, Q, (8) 
h=mn, (9) 
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and choose q > 0 so small that 
4lrGhq < 1, (10) 
where G=2k-1. Now let s be so large that 
(11) 
In what follows, the constants in < or 0 may depend on s (in addition to 
k, K, E). But observe that if Proposition 2 is true for a particular value of S, 
then it also holds for larger values of s. We assume A4 to be large, i.e., 
M>c,. 
LEMMA 1. We have for real Q 
e(fiQ) K(b) d/?= 
if [Ql <ACE, 
if lQl> I%-~. (12) 
Proof Make substitutions /I = MEa, and A4”Q for Q in Lemma 50 in 
c21. 
Let En denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space. Expand c;= i aj$ as 
i aji)Jji)k=A,O!‘)+ . . . +A2,u!/), l<i<2r. (13) 
j= 1 
Then by Lemma 1, we have 
MzrE lE2, S(5) K(x) dx 
= @'E 2 . . . C 
4 E P(M) 
fi Srn e(xjAj) K(Xj) dxj 
&eP(M) j= 1 -02 
=c . . . c (l-IA,1 ME)...(l-[A2,J ME). (14) 
11 E P(M) ,A,, <M-E &s fY‘+f) 
Let 
‘lj=Yjlwl + “’ +Yj,2r02r9 dYj = dyjI . . . dyj,2r, 1 <j<S, 
and 
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Then by Lemma 1, we have 
= . . . (1-(B,( ME)...(1-lB2r( ME)dY,...dY,.(15) 
If JA,J CM-“, 1 <i< 2r, then it follows by (13) that A(h) << MeE, and 
thus the right-hand side of (14) gives a lower bound for 2. The general idea 
now will be to show that the right-hand side of (15) is large and to show 
that the left-hand sides of (14) and (15) differ little. 
LEMMA 2. The right-hand side of (15) is 
$, M2r(S -k ~ E). 
Proof. Let 
(4) _ t/k iv& 
'lj - ujq e 9 1 <j<s, 1 <q<r. 
The Jacobian of yj, (1 < l< 2r) with respect to u,~, ‘pi, (1 < q < r) is 
2’k-2D-112 fi $2/-l, 
y=l 
and so the right-hand side of (15) is equal to 
2’“k - 2rSD -S/2@ 
3 (16) 
where 
@=i;u, I; (1 -ME PiI) fi fi u”‘& l du dq (17) 
I j=l y=l 
in which du = nf=, l-I:, = 1 dujq, dv = nj”_ 1 n;= L dqjq, and (CJ) denotes the 
domain 0 6 Ujq B Mk, -~c<~I~~QTc (1 q<s, l<q<r), IBil <AI-~ 
(1 GiG2r). 
Let 
uj4 = lajl -’ M-Euj,, 1 <jGs, IdqGr. 
Then 
@= la, ...cL,~ -W)lk M-G-W y, (18) 
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where 
in which du = n;= 1 I-&= 1 dvjq, (V) denotes the domain 0 < Vjq < IaJ ME+&, 
-n<qjq<7L(i <jG<s, 1 <q<r)> lBil CM-~ (1 <i<2r). 
Let 
ej~=~j~+arg+’ (1 ,<j,<S, 1 GqG2r) and MEBi=Di(l ,<i,<zr). 
Then 
and 
Y=j fi (1-(DJ) fi fi u;r-ldudtI, 
(W i= 1 j=l q=l 
where dfI = n,“=, I-&=, dtIjq, 
jajJ ME+&, 
and (W) denotes the domain 0 < vjq < 
-~<fli,<~ (1 <j<s, 1 <q<r), IDi/ < 1 (1 <id2r). 
Since $ < jajj < 1 (1 <j < s), the domain 
; ME+& (1 <q<r), 
- < vi4 6 - 
32s (w) 
--z<Ojq<n (1 <j<s--1, 1 <q<r), 
1 
(D,( c- (1 <I<2r) 
2 
is contained in ( W). The volume of (w) is 
In fact, for any given yjq, ejq(l <j < s - 1) in (w), we let 
Ulye % + . . . + o,- ,+qeies- 14 = V@‘. Then ME+k/16 < V< (5ME+k)/16, and 
V sq and B,, satisfy 1 -+ vsy - Y< 1 and Bsq - t3 -+ MwE-&. The assertion 
follows. The integrand of the integral Y in (w) is 
9 M(E+kks@/k- 1) 
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Hence 
and the lemma follows by (16)-( 19). 
LEMMA 3. Zf 11511 < M9/“- k, then 
,,;,, Jwk) = JP(,) J%rlk) dY + o(M2’-“10). 
ProojI Expressing an integer I in terms of the oi (1 < i < 2r), we obtain 
I=g,o, + ... +g2r02r, 
where the gi (1 < i < 2r) are rational integers. Let G(A) denote the cube 
(Y 1>-9Y2r):v=Yl~I+ ... +YZrm2r, giGYi<gi+ l3 1 diG2r. 
Then 
II?-41 < 1, 
and so 
E({Ak) = J E((rjk) dy + O(M-“‘O). 
aJ.1 
Since the volume of the area belonging to exactly one of UleP(,,,,, G(A) and 
P(M) is dominated by O(M”- ’ ), we have 
iE;M) E(5nk) 1 1 Wrlk) dY + o(M2’- 1’1o) 
Ie P(M) G(i) 
= 
I 
E(<qk) dy + 0(&P- l’lo), 
P(M) 
and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4. We have 
s E(<qk) dy Q fi min(M, IrlCi) ) -ilk). P(M) j=l 
See, e.g., Siegel [6], p. 335. 
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LEMMA 5. We have 
s S(~)K(x)dx%M*‘(“-k-*E). 11511 s Im’O-1’ (20) 
Proof: By Lemma 4, we have for any q, 
4 M-4’E s ,c,“, ,nP/,O-k ,fi minW, K(j)1 -“lk) dx. 
J=l 
Let c$‘) = uyei9p (1 ,< q < r). The Jacobian of xi (1 < i < 2r) with respect to 
uyr (pq (1 < q < r) is 2’0’/* n;= 1 q,. Therefore the above expression is 
u -(*s)/k+ 1 du &, 
r-1 
X min(M*‘, w-(*‘)‘~) w  dw d0 
*AC- 4rE+(9/10-k)(-(2s)/kcZ)+Z(r-I)(s-k) 
+ &f*r(s- k - 2E)- (9s)/(5k) + 915 < ~Zr(s- k - 2E) - 1 
if s is suffkiently large, i.e., s > 2k. Therefore it follows by Lemma 2 that 
s 
Z(~)K(x)dxM42”“-k-2E). (21) 
Ile;ll c ti’1o-k 
It remains to compare the integral (21) with the one in (20). By Lemma 3 
we have for I( 5 (( < I@“’ - k, 
lS(5)-z(t)l = fi (Ii(t)+ O(M2r-“10))-J(t) 
i= 1 
4 M*‘- l/lo fi min(Ms-1, l{(i)1 -(s-1)/k) + ~s(*r- l/IO), 
i=l 
and there fore the left-hand sides of (20), (21) have a difference 
I  
min(jj,f*(“- I), U-(*(S- l ))/k) u du dq 
+ J,-4rE j,,fS’*‘- l/lo) dx 
6 @/‘O-k 
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+ M2P(S- k- 2E)--s/IO+ (%)/5 
<<MZr(s-k-2)-1/10 
if s is large, i.e., s B 20r. The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 6. We have for any q 
I l~cq>~‘k+w+1l6+l S(<)K(x)dx4M2’(“pk-2Eb-‘. 
ProoJ It follows from It(“)1 > Wk +(‘+ IF+’ that at least one of the x1 
in the expression 5 = x1 p1 + .. . + xZrpZr satisfies 
Since 
we have 
(K(x)1 < min(MeE, 7t-‘lxI -I)*, 
<< M=” 2r _ 2 min(M-2E, x-*) dx 
<< M2rs-Zrk--Z(r+l)E-2-2(r-,,E 
Q M*‘(s-k-2E)-1 
The lemma is proved. 
For I< q < r, let (U,) denote the domain 
ll<ll <M~k+V+‘)E+‘, l(‘dl > M/lo-k 
Suppose for a moment that the r integrals satisfy 
I 
IS(<)\ dx 6 M2’(s-k)- ‘, 
CU,, 
l<q<?-. (22) 
641/29/3-x 
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Then it follows from Lemmas 5 and 6 that 
fE* wKo~~=~ 
11511 $ hea-a 
s(~)K(x)dx+O(M2”“-k-2E’-‘) 
I 
g J,,f2’(S - k - 2.E) 
and in view of (14) it follows that 
ZgMWs-k-E)> 1, 
4. THE PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 
We may thus suppose (22) is false, i.e., there is a (U,) such that 
s IS(g)1 dx> M2’(S-k)-‘, 11qGr. (r/,1 
Let o(i) be a transformation such that 
p --f y”“, 1 <j<r, 
(23) 
where i = (it, . . . . i,) is a permutation of (1, . . . . r). Since S(5) is invariant 
under the group {c(i)}, (23) is true for any q. In particular, it holds for 
q= 1, i.e., 
I lS((Ql dx> M2r(s-k)- ‘. ((/I) 
There is a <( = 5”‘) satisfying 
ll<ll <mk+V+1)E+1, IQ > M9”‘-’ 
and 
Is(~)1 >,M2r(s--(r+l)(E+k)--1)--. 
Otherwise, we have 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
I IS(()/ dx~M2’(“-(‘+‘)(E+k)-1)-2 s dx (L/I) ,,C,,<M’k+(r+1lE+I 
< M2dS - k) - 2 
which leads to a contradiction with (24) if M is large. 
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We may suppose without loss of generality that 
The left-hand side of (26) is 
and thus we have by (11) 
lS,(5)1 2 M2’- (Z~~r+I)~E+k)+2r+2)/(s-~++I)~~2r-q, 1 <i<h. (27) 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that q > 0, M ,) c,,(k, K, q), and C > M2’- “’ + q, 
where G=2k-1. if ~&.cP~,,,, E(@“)( > C, then there are two integers a, /? of 
K such that 
Mqbk 
and 
Mq. 
See, e.g., [7]. 
In view of (10) and (27) we can apply Lemma 7 with C = M2’- q and 
c = cC(i (1 < i d h). We obtain integers ol, .,., (T* and b,, .,., ph of K with 
0 < (lcri(( & MZGv and [laioi< -Jill $ M-k+2G“‘, 1 bi<h. 
Setting 0 = 6, ...bk and (Gp<)/Gi=Zi (1 di<h) we have 
0 < llc~ll < MZGh” and llaio~ - 7J) 4 MWk+ 2Ghq, l<i<h. (28) 
Set 
Then 
and by (lo), (25), (28) we have 
IYil Q l~tl-’ M- k+PGht)~Mk-9110+4rGh~-k<M-4/5 (29) 
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if M is large. So with h = (A,, . . . . A,) = (pl, . . . . p,,, 0, . . . . 0) = (p, 0) we have 
41) = IdI -l B(P) + C(a), 
where 
B(p)=t&+ .‘- +z,p:: 
is a form with coefficients in J and 
cw=Y,Pu:+ ... +whk. 
From (25), (28) we obtain 
llZill~.M’k+(r+I)E+1+2Ghq, ldi<h, 
and therefore 
l]Bll <~k+v+l)E+2 
(30) 
by (lo), if M is large. 
(i) First, suppose that 0 GE,< 4. In view of Proposition 1, and since 
h = mn = n = c,(k, r, f3) 
by (7), (8), (9), there is a nonzero vector p E Jh with 
B(c)=0 and llpll $max(l, IIBJ(e)~M(‘k+(r+1)E+2)egM”(4k) 
by (6) and (30). With li. = (cl, 0) we have for large M, //)~11 <M and 
JA(1)J = JC(p)I <h ICJ jJpjJk < M-4’5M1’4 6 M-E 
by (29). 
(ii) Next, suppose that Proposition 2 holds for E - f in place of E. 
We have h = mn by (9). Write 
c = (ccl 9 --*9 Pm), Bb)=B,h)+ -.- +4,&n), 
c(F)=c,(P,)+ ... + G&n)9 
where each pi has n components. Since n = c,(k, r, 6) by (8), there are 
nonzero vectors pl, . . . . p,,, in J” with 
Bib) = 0 and lIPill 4 max(L ItBIle) 4 M (rk+(r+l)E+2)6 
4 min(M Wk), M1/(5E)), 1 <iim. (31) 
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Setting li=v,p,+ ... +v,p, we have 
A(v, jl1 + . . . + v&b,) = C,(jl,) v’; + . . . + C,(p,) v; = D(v), 
say. Since m = c,(k, r, E - a) and 
IDI < max ICi(pi)l 4 M-4’5M’14 Q AI-“‘, 
by (7), (29), (3 1 ), we have a point v E J”’ such that 
IIVJJ < Ml - “(4E) 
if M is large. Consequently, in view of b = v1 p1 + . . + v,p,,, we have 
IA( = ID(v)1 <ACE 
and by (31) 
))lbll < JJVJJ Ilp)J << M’ - 1’(4E)+ “‘5E) < A4 
if M is large, i.e., Proposition 2 holds for E for forms with (3), and thus the 
proposition is proved. 
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Theorem 1 will be proved by induction on the values of 
k = max(k,, . . . . kh). 
The case k = 1 is proved by the box principle. We may suppose that 
IFI1 = . . . = IF,,! = 1. Given M>, 2, consider the points k E J” with 
li E P( M/2) (1 < i < s). Then there are 
c,,(K) lwrs 
such points 1. (See, e.g., [7, Lemma 111.) Given such a 5, the point 
P(A) = V’,@h . . . . F/D)) 
lies in the domain D: (p I, . . . . ph), where pi=xj+yj, xjy YjE R lxjl < (sM)/2 
and ( yjl < (sM)/2 (1 <j 6 h). Let u be the rational integer in 
(C,2py(2h) - 1 <” < (C,2M2ry(2h) 
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and divide each region of pi in D into v2 subsquares of side (sM)/v. Since 
vZh <ci2MZrs, there are two points p(1) and p(l’) such that for j= 1, . . . . h, 
Fj@) and Fj(k’) will lie in the same subsquare. Then A = 1- 1’ has 
and for j = 1, . . . . h, 
if 
s 2 C&z, r, E) = cg( 1, . . . . 1; Y, 1, E) = u, 
say. So Theorem 1 is true for k = m = 1. Let 
cdl, .*., 1; r, m, E) = mu. 
Replace the indices 1 < Id mu by double indices 1 < i,< m, 1 <j < U. If 
samu, we let 
5(i) = (0, . . . . 0, &, ..,, Aiu, 0, . . . . 0), 1 <i<m. 
l u(i- l)+ 4--G+ 
They are linearly independent and satisfy 
IFj(l(i)l < M-EF IMa 6 MT 1 <j<h, 1 <iim. 
So Theorem 1 is true for k = 1. 
If F= F(1) = F(I,, . . . . A,) and G = G(p) = G(p,, . . . . p,) are forms, write 
F+G 
if there are t linearly independent points 3L,, . . . . 1, in J” with 
W ,, . . ..~.)=F(P, 5, + ..- +/-A). 
Put 
(32) 
W, G) = min max(P1lI, . . . . lI~,ll), 
where the minimum is over Al, . . . . 5, with (32). Put I(/(F, G) = co if F P G. 
We use s(F) to denote the number of variables of F. 
Suppose that k > 1 and that Theorem 1 has already been proved for 
forms of degrees less than k. First we treat the case of a single form F of 
degree k. 
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LEMMA 8. Suppose k >, 1, lb 1, E > 0. If F is a form of degree k with 
s(F)>, c,,(k, r, 1, E), and if A42 1, then there is a form G with F--f G and 
t&F, G) < M, and where G is a form in 1+ 1 variables, of the type 
G = apk + F,(v,, . . . . v,) + H(p, v,, . . . . v,) (33) 
with 
JHI $ M-E IFI. 
Proof. Let e( 1), . . . . e(l+ 1) be the first 1+ 1 unit vectors in E,. Consider 
the forms 
K p ,,..., , -Jk) = &, . . . . 1, e(h), . . . . e(p,-,I), 
cu- 
(34) 
where u takes all the values from 1 to k - 1, and p,, . . . . pk- u all the values 
from 1 to I + 1. The total number of the forms (34) is less than k(l+ 1 )k, 
and each is of degree <k - 1 in I. Each form (34) has 
So by the part of Theorem 1 which we already know, we see that there 
exists ct4(k, r, f, E) such that if s 2 c,~ there is a point &, # 0 in J” with 
and 
I& I...., pt-&)I -+ M-E IFI (35) 
for all the forms (34). We may suppose without loss of generality that 
b, et1 ), . . . . e(l) are linearly independent. Writing 
G(P, v 1, . . . . VI) = FW, + v 1 e( 1) + . . + v,e(l)), 
we have F + G and 
VW G) ~max(llM, iI41 )lL -., lleV)ll I< M. 
G is of the type (33) with 
o=F(&), F,(v,, . . . . v,)= F(v,e(l)+ ... +v,e(l)) 
and 
w/.4 v 1, . . . . v,) 
.&v,e(l)+ 
c--u c 
... +v,e(l);._:v,e(l)+ ... +v,e(Z)). 
* 
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It follows from (35) that 
IHI < iwE IFI, 
and the lemma is proved. 
We omit the remaining part of the proof, since it is parallel to the 
corresponding part of the proof of Theorem A. 
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